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M. G. Kendall and B. Babington-Smith proved that if a tournament p’ is 
obtained from a tournament p by reversing the edges of a 3-cycle then p and p’ con- 
tain the same number of 3-cycles. This theorem is the basis of a cancellation 
argument used by D. Zeilberer and D. M. Bressoud in their recent proof of the q- 
analog of Dyson’s conjecture. The theorem may be restated in terms of the root 
system A, and the main result of this paper is the extension of this theorem to 
arbitrary root systems. As one application we give a combinatorial proof of a 
special case of the Macdonald conjecture for root systems using the method of 
Zeilberger and Bressoud. A second application is a combinatorial proof of the Weyl 
denominator formula. c) 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DDCTI~N 
A tournament on n vertices labelled 1, 2,..., n is a directed graph such 
that for every pair of vertices i, j either i + j or it j but not both. Kendall 
and Babington-Smith [3] proved that if a tournament p’ is obtained from 
a tournament p by reversing the edges of a 3-cycle then p and p’ contain 
the same number of 3-cycles. A tournament on n vertices corresponds to a 
subset S of the root system A, = { + (ei- e,) 11~ i<j< H} with the 
property that for every root c1 E A, either c1 E S or - c1 E S but not both. The 
edge joining i and j is directed i + j if ei - ej E S, and is directed it j if 
- (ei - ej) E S. A 3-cycle is just 3 roots u, /I, - (c( + /?) that sum to zero. Sec- 
tion 2 extends to arbitrary root systems the theorem on tournaments 
described above. The main result is 
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THEOREM 1. Let R = 0 Ri be a finite root system where Ri & C, or F4 
is an irreducible root system. Let S be a subset of R such that for every a E R 
either a E S or -a E S but not both, Let T = (a, p, - (a + 8)) c S and let S, 
be obtained from S by negating the roots in T. I f  m(S), m(S,) are the num- 
ber of 3 subsets {y, 6, - (y + S)} in S, S, respectively then m(S) = m(S,). 
This investigation was motivated by the recent proof of the q-analog of 
Dyson’s conjecture by Zeilberger and Bressoud [9]. The q-Dyson conjec- 
ture is that the constant term 
where a, ,..., a,, are non-negative integers, q, xi ,..., x, are commuting 
indeterminates, and 
(Y)a= (1 -Y)(l-qy)...(l -qa-‘y). 
One feature of the proof is a cancellation argument based on the theorem 
of Kendall and Babington-Smith. The extension to root systems of this 
theorem is motivated by the prospect of a combinatorial solution of the 
Macdonald conjectures for root systems [S]. Let R be a finite root system 
and let R+ be a fixed set of positive roots. For a E R let ea be the formal 
exponential. If d, ,..., d, are the degrees of the fundamental invariants of the 
Weyl group then for k > 1, Macdonald conjectures that the constant term 
CT fl fi (1-q’-‘eC* 
w.sR+ i=l 
)(l -q’e’)) = fi [k:], 
1=1 
where [;I denotes the q-binomial coefficient 
=(l-qa).*.(l-q”-b+l) 
(1 -q)...(l-46) * 
Macdonald [S] verified the conjecture for k = 1 and 2. In Section 3 we 
apply the method of Zeilberger and Bressoud to obtain a combinatorial 
proof of the Macdonald conjecture for k = 1. In Section 4 we present a 
combinatorial proof of the Weyl denominator formula. Bressoud [ 1 ] has 
given a combinatorial proof of the denominator formulae for B,, C,, and 
D,, using colored tournaments. 
582a/41/2-6 
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2. THE EXTENSION TO ROOT SYSTEMS OF A THEOREM ON TOURNAMENTS 
Let R be a (finite) root system and let R = R+ u R- be a fixed partition 
of R into positive and negative roots. We say that a subset S of R is a 
choice set if for every CI E R, either a E S or -a E S but not both. A zero 
triple Tin S is a 3-subset of the form T= { CI, fl, - (CI + p)}. Let m(S) be the 
number of zero triples in S. It is well known that m(S) = 0 if and only if S 
is the set of positive roots with respect to some base of R. Given a zero 
triple T in a choice set S, let S, be the choice set obtained from S by 
replacing the roots in T by their negatives. We say that the choice sets S 
and S, are immediate neighbors. 
Consider the root system R = A,, = { f (ei - e,) 1 1 < i <j 6 n). There is a 
l-1 correspondence between choice sets S and tournaments on n vertices 
labeled l,..., n. The edge between i and j is directed i-j if ei - ej E S, and is 
directed i-j if -(ei-e,)~ S. A zero triple T= {e,-e,, ej-e,, ek- e;) 
corresponds to a 3-cycle in the tournament. The tournament corresponding 
to S, is obtained by reversing the edges of this 3-cycle. It is a theorem of 
Kendall and Babington-Smith [3] (see also [2; 6; and 7, Theorem 4.21) 
that if a tournament p’ is obtained from a tournament p by reversing the 
edges of a 3-cycle then p and p’ contain the same number of 3-cycles. 
Theorem 1 is the extension of this result to other root systems. 
THEOREM 1. Let R = @ Ri be a finite root system where Ri * C, or F4 
is an irreducible root system. If S is a choice set for R and T is a zero triple 
in S, then m(S)=m(S,). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for irreducible root systems. 
Consider R = D,, and write 
D,= { f(e,-ej)I 1 di<jQn}u {f (ei+ej)I 1 <i<j<n}. 
Let S be a choice set for R and let T= { c(, 8, - (o! + b)} be a zero triple in 
S. Either T={e,-ej,ej-e,,e,-ei} or T={e,-e,,e,+e,,-(e,+ei)} for 
some i, j, 1. After applying an automorphism of D, we may assume 
T= {ei-eei, ej- e,, e, - ei}. We now set up a l-l correspondence between 
zero triples X in S and zero triples X, in S,. If Xn T = 0 then X is a zero 
triple in both S and S, so we set X= XT. Set T,= -T. Now we prove that 
if X is a zero triple that intersects but does not equal T then exactly one of 
X(ij), X( jl), X(iZ) is a zero triple in ST. This zero triple is defined to be X,. 
We may assume that X= {e,-e,, ej+ e,, - (e,+ e,)} or that X= 
{ei-ej, ej-e,, es-e,} f or some s#i,j,l. Suppose X={ei-e,,e,+e,, 
-(ei+ e,)>. Then X(ij) is not a zero triple in ST since -(e,+ e,) E ST. If 
e, + e, E S then X(jZ) is a zero triple in ST. and if -(e, + e,) E S then X(d) is 
a zero triple in S,. Now suppose X= (ei- ej, ej - e,, e, - ei} where s # i,- 
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j, 1. Then X( ij) is not a zero triple in S, since ei - e, $ S,. If e, - el E S then 
X(U) is a zero triple in ST and if e, - e, E S then X(J) is a zero triple in ST. 
Since (X,)) T = X we have defined a bijection between zero triples in S 
and zero triples in ST. 
Next consider the root system R = B, = D, u { + ei 11 d i Q rz}. Let S be a 
choice set for B, and let T be a zero triple in S. The Weyl group W( B,) is 
transitive on zero triples involving 2 short roots and is transitive on 
zero triples involving no short roots. After applying an automorphism of 
B, we may suppose that either T= {e, - e,, e2 - e3, e3 - e, } or that 
T= {-e,, -e2, e, + e,} and e3,..., e, E S. Again we set up a l-l correspon- 
dence between zero triples X in S and zero triples X, in S,. If Xn T= ~3 
set X,=Xand set T,= -T. 
Suppose T= {e, -e2, e2 - e3, e3 -e,}. If X is a zero triple in S that con- 
tains no short roots then Xc D, and we define X, as in the case R = D,. If 
X contains 2 short roots then X is unique and is given by 
Define 
X= ( -e,, e,, e, -e,> if -e,,e*ES, 
= {-e,,e,,e,-e3) if -e2, e3ES, 
={-e3,el,e3--e,) if -e3, e, ES. 
{--e;, e,, e,-e,}.= { --ej, e,, pi-e,} ife,ES, 
= {e,, -e,, e,-ej) if -e,ES. 
Suppose T= {-e,, -e,, e, +e,} and e 3, e4 ,..., e, E S. If X is a zero triple 
in S that intersects but does not equal T then 
X= { -e,, ei, e, -e,} if e, --e;ES, 
= { -e2, ei, e,-ei} if e2 -e, E S, 
= {el + e2, -e, +ei, -e2-ei} if - (e, - e,), - (e2 + ei) E S, 
= {e, fe,, -e, +e,, -e, - ei) if - (e2 - e,), - (e, + ei) E S. 
Now -T={e e i, 2, -(e, + e,)>. If Y is a zero triple in S, that intersects 
but does not equal - T then 
Y= {e,, ei, -(PI +ed) if -(e,+e,)ES, 
= {e2, ei, - (e2 + ei)> ’ if - (e2 + e,) E S, 
=~-(e,+e2),el-eei,e2+ei) if e, - ei, e, + ei E S, 
=(-(e,+e2),e,+ei,e2-ei> if e,+e,,e,-eiES. 
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Define a map X+ X, as follows: 
(A) e,-e,ES and e,-ejES. Define 
{-el,ei,el--ei}r={e2,ei, -(e2+ei)} if - (e2 + ei) E S, 
= { -(e, + e2), e, - e;, e2 + e;} if e,+eiES, 
and 
{-e2,ei,e2-ei}~={e,,ei, -(e,+e,)} if -(el+ei)ES, 
= {-(e, +e,), e, +ei, Q-e;} if e,+e;ES. 
(B) e,--eiES and -(e,-e,)ES. Define 
{-e~,ei,el--i}~={e2,ei, -(e,+ei)} if - (ez + ei) E S, 
= { -(e, + e,), e, -e;, e, + ei} if e2+eiES, 
and when -(e, + ei) E S define 
{el + e2, -(e2--A -(e, +eJ).= {e,, ei, -(e, +eJ}. 
(C) -(e, -e,) E S and e2 - eiE S. Define 
{ -e2, ei, e2-e;>*= (e,, ei, -(e, +e;)}, if -(e, +e;)ES, 
= { - (el + e,), e, + e;, e2 -e,} if e,+eiES, 
and when - (e, + e,) E S define 
{el + e2, -e,+ei, -(e2+ei)}T= {e2,ei, -(e2+ei)}. 
(D) -(e,-e,)ES and -(e,-e,)ES. When -(e2+ei)ES define 
{el + e2, -(e,--A -(e2+ei)}T={e2,ei, -(e2+ei)>, 
and when - (e, + ei) E S define 
iel + e2, -(e2-ee,), -(el +ei))7-= (e,,ei, -(el +e;)). 
This defines a bijection between zero triples in S and zero triples in ST. 
Next consider R = E, and write 
E,=D*u 
{ 
;,;: (-1)“’ 
8 
eiIni=O, 1,and c n,even . 
,=l i= 1 1 
Let S be a choice set for R and let T = { ~1, /?, - (a + /3)} be a zero triple in 
S. We begin by proving that the Weyl group W of E8 acts transitively on 
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zero triples. We may then assume that T = (ei - ej, ej - e,, e, - ei} for some 
i, j, 1. 
The Weyl group W is transitive on roots and so we may assume that 
LX = ei - ej for some i,j. If W, is the stabilizer in W of the pair { + a}, then 
W, is transitive on the roots orthogonal to a, and transitive on the roots 
not orthogonal to a. Suppose that /?E T is orthogonal to a. Then 
lb + PII = fi 1141~ H owever a + /I is a root and there is only one root 
length in E,. Therefore /I is not orthogonal to a and by transitivity we may 
assume fl= + (ei-e,) for some 1. Since a + p is a root we must have 
B=ej-e, and T= {e,-e,, e,-ee,, e,-ei>. 
Again we set up a l-l correspondence between zero triples X in S and 
zero triples X, in S,. As above, set T,= -T and if Xn T= 0 set X,= X. 
We prove that if X is a zero triple that intersects but does not equal T then 
exactly one of X(ij), X(jZ), X( ‘I) 1 is a zero triple. This zero triple is defined 
to be X,. We have already considered the case where XG D, and so we 
may assume X= {e,-e,, q, -(v+e,-e,)}, where q#D,. Since q+e;-e, 
is a root 
rj= --icei-ej)+f C (-l)““ek 
k#q 
= $( -e, + ej k e,) + Y 
where YE (ei, ej, e,)‘. Thus 
X= {e,-ej, &ei+ejTel)+Y, it--ei+ejfe,)-Yl. 
Now X(ij) is not a zero triple in S, since $( -ej + ei f e,) + y I# S. If 
f( -e,+ ej+ ei) + y E S then X(d) is a zero triple in S, and if 
$( -ei + e, - ej) - y E S then X(jZ) is a zero triple in S,. Again (X,) _ T = X 
and we have defined a bijection between zero triples in S and zero triples in 
S T. 
The root systems E, and E, can be identified with subsystems of E, as 
follows: 
i aieiEE,/a,=a,=a7 
i=l 
and 
i aieiEE8)a6=a7 
i=l 
For each of these root systems R, the permutation representation of the 
Weyl group W(R) on pairs of roots { f a} is rank 3. As in the E, case, the 
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group W(R) is transitive on zero triples and we may assume that the zero 
triple T= {ej-e,, e,-e,, e,-ej}. Given a choice set S containing T we 
obtain a l-l correspondence X+ X, between zero triples in S and zero 
triples in S, by restricting the correspondence given above for E, to the 
root system R. 
It remains to consider the root system R = G,. Recall that 
G=f{ el -e2, e2-e3, el -e3, 2e,-e,-e,, 2e,-e, -e3, 2e,-e, -e2). 
Let S be a choice set for G2 and let T be a zero triple in S. After applying 
an automorphism of G2 we may assume that either 
(1) T={el-e2,e2-e3,e3-e,}, 
(2) T={el-e,,e,-e,, -2e,+e,+e,}, or 
(3) T= {2e, - e,-e3,2e2-e,-e,,2e,-e,-e,}. 
If X is a zero triple in S and Xn T= Iz, then set X, = X. Set T, = -T. It 
remains to consider zero triples that intersect but do not equal T. 
Case 1. T= {e, -e2, e, -e3, e3 -e,}. The only zero triple in S that 
intersects T is T itself. 
Case 2. T= {e, -e2, e, -e3, -2e, + ez + e3}. If X is a zero triple in S 
that intersects T then either X= T or there is one other given by 
X={ e, -e2, e3-e2, -e, +2e,-e,} if e3--e,, -e,+2e,-e,ES, 
= {e,- e3, e2-e3, -e,-e2+2e3). if ez-e,, -e, -e, + 2e, E S, 
={--2e,+e,+e,, -2e2+e,+e3, -2e,+e,+e,}, 
if e,-2ez+e,,e,+e2-2e,ES. 
IfX=(e,-e,,e,-e,, -e,+2e,-e,} set 
XT={-e,-e2+2e3, -e,-ee,+2e2, -e,-e3+2e,) 
if -e,-e2+2e3ES, 
={e,+e,-2e,,e,-e,,e,-e,} if e, + e, - 2e, E S, 
if X= {e,-e,,e,-e,, -e,-e2+2e3} set 
XT={-e,-e,+2e,, -e,-e2+2e3, -e,-ee,+2e,) 
if -e,-e3+2e,ES, 
= {el +e,-2e2, e2-e3, e2-e,} if e, +e,-2e,ES, 
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andifX={-2e,+e,+e,, -2e,+e,+e,, -2e,+e,+e,} set 
XT={-2e2+e,+e3,e2-e,,e,-e,} if ez - e3 E S, 
=(--2e,+e,+e,,e,-e,,e,-e,} if e,--ezES. 
Case 3. T= {2e,-e,-e,, 2e,-e, -e3, 2e, -e, -e,}. If X is a zero 
triple in S that intersects T then either X= T or there is one other given by 
X=(2e,-e,-e,,e,-e,,e,-e,} if e3--e,,e,-e,ES, 
=(2e2-e,-e,,e,-e,,e,-e,), if e3 - eZ, e, - e2 E S, 
=(2e3-e,-e,,e,--e,,e,-e,}, if e,-e,,e,-e,ES. 
If X= {2ei-ej- e,, ej-ej, e,-e,} set 
X,=(-2ej+ei+e,,e,-ej,e.j-e,j if e,-e,E S, 
=(-2e,+e,+e,,e,-e;,e,--e,} if e, - ei E S. 
In each case it is easily checked that the map X+ X, gives a l-l 
correspondence between zero triples in S and zero triples in S,. 1 
We remark that Theorem 1 fails to be true for the irreducible root 
systems C, and F4. 
Consider the root system F,=D,u{+ e,li=l,2,3,4}u 
{ $( + e, f e, + e3 f e4)). Define a choice set S by 
S={ e,,e,,e,,e,)u{e,-ej,ei+e,,l16i<jd4) 
u (~(~e,+e2~e3fe4)}. 
Then any zero triple in S involves e, -e2 and there are just 2 zero triples, 
T={$(-el+e?+e,--e,),i(-e,+e,-e,+e,),e,-e,} 
and 
T, = {4(-e, +e,+e,+e,), f( -e, +e,-e3-ee,), e, -e2). 
The choice set S, is given by 
ST=Ie,,e2,e3,e,}u(e2--e,} 
U{ej-e,,ei+ej11<i<j<4,(i,j)#(1,2)} 
u (+(e, - e2 - e3 + e,), $(el - e2 + e3 - e4)) 
u{t(e,+e2Te3~e,),t(fe,+e2+e3+e,),~(+e,+e2-e3-e,)}. 
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Any zero triple in S, involves one of $(er -e2 - e3 + e4) and 
$(er - e, + e3 - e4) and there are 3 zero triples, - T, 
T2 = {j(e, - e2 - e3 + e4), 4(-e, + e, - e3 -e,), e3} 
and 
T3=(#e,-ee,+e,-ee,),&(-e,+e,-e3-e.,),e,). 
Thus m(S) = 2 and m(S,) = 3. 
For the root system C, define a choice set S by 
S= {-2el,2e2,2e3,el+e2,elfe3,e2fe3}. 
The set S contains zero triples T= {e,-e,, e, +e,, -2e,} and T, = 
{el - e3, e, + e3, -2e,}. The choice set ST= {2e,, 2e,, 2e,, -e, +e,, 
e,fe,,e,-&-e,} contains the 3 zero triples -T, {-(e,+e,),e,+e,, 
e,-e,} and {-(e,+e,),e,-ee,,e2+e3}. Thus m(S)=2 and m(S,)=3. 
3. A PROOF OF THE MACDONALD CONJECTURE FOR k= 1 BY 
THE ZEILBERGER-BRESSOUD METHOD 
Let R be a root system of rank n and let R = R + v R - be a fixed par- 
tition of R into positive and negative roots. Let W denote the Weyl group 
of R. For c1 E R let ea be the formal exponential (so eaeB = eoL +B and e” = 1). 
If di,..., d,, are the degrees of the fundamental invariants of the Weyl group 
W, then the Macdonald conjecture for k = 1 is that 
where [;I, denotes the q-binomial coefficient 
(l-q”)(l-qa-l)...(l-qU~b+l) 
(1 -q)(l-q2)...(1-qb) 
For w  E W, let N(w) = { WLYER~IEER+} and let n(w)=IN(w)l. Then a 
theorem of Solomon [8] gives 
fi [?I = c q”‘“‘, 
i= 1 4 WE w 
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and the Macdonald conjecture for k = 1 becomes 
CT 
( 
fl (l-e +)(l- qe") = C q"'"'. 
) 
(2) 
asR+ wcw 
We shall consider certain functions f : R + { $30, LOO, 01 }. Regardf(a) as 
a partition and let /(f(a)) denote the length of this partition, so that 
Q@)=O, 1(0)=1(l)= 1, and 1(00)=2. Define [@I= 101 = 1001 =O, 
111 = loll= 1 and regardf(a) as a partition of If(a 
DEFINITION. Let F be the set of functions f : R + { 0,0, LOO, 011 that 
satisfy 
(A) for each CI E R+, the pair (f(~),f( -CC)) is one of the four pairs 
given below 
f(a) 
00 
0 
f(-a) 
0 
0 
1 
01 
(B) &R aZ(f( a)) = 0. 
Given .f E F define 
s(f) = 1 Mfb)) - 1), and 
asR+ 
e(f)= 1 If(z) 1 (Kf(~))-l). 
( UER asR+ 
Finally define the weight c(f) off by 
c(f) = ( - 1 y(f) q”“. 
For aE R+, the pairf(a),f( - ) a contributes a multiplicative factor to c(f) 
in the following way: 
f(a) 
00 
0 
f(-a) Contribution to c(f) 
0 (-lyqo+‘= -q 
0 (-1)oqo+o=1 
1 (-l)oq’+O=q 
01 (-l)-lql-‘= -1 
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LEMMA 2. CT(naER+ (1 -ep”)(l -4e”))=ZfsFc(f). 
Proof: The choice of a term from (1 - ePa - qe” + q) corresponds to an 
assignment of values to f(a) and f( -a) as follows: 
Term .f(a) f(-a) Contribution to c(J) 
1 0 1 
-e-z ; 01 -1 
-qe’ 00 0 --4 
4 0 1 4 
Each term z in the product nortR+ (1 -e-*)(1 -qe”) corresponds to a 
function fi satisfying condition (A) above. Note that z contributes to the 
constant term if and only if f, satisfies condition (B). 1 
By Lemma 2 we can restate the Macdonald conjecture for k = 1 in the 
form 
1 c(f) = c q”‘“‘. (3) 
fsF WE w 
For each automorphism w  E W define f,, E F by 
f,,(B) = 1 ifPEN( 
=o ifp$N(r4’). 
Let G = ( fw, 1 w E W} and let B = F\G. Following Zeilberger and Bressoud 
we call G the set of good guys and B the set of bad guys. Note that 
c( fM,) = q”(“’ so that 
1 c(f) = c q”‘““. 
fe G WE w 
To prove (3) it remains to show 
c c(f) = 0. (4) 
fsB 
Given a function f E F define a choice set S(f) for R by including a positive 
root c1 in S(f) if and only if the pair f (a), f ( -a) is one of 
f(a) .f(-co 
0 
00 2 
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If f=f, then S(f) = w(R+) and hence m(S(f)) = 0. Lemma 3 states that 
the converse is also true. 
LEMMA 3. Iffy B = F\G then m(S(f)) > 0. 
Proof Suppose Z(f(a)) = 1 for all a E R. Then a negative root -a is in 
S(f) if and only iff( -a) = 1. If m(S(f)) = 0 then S(f) = w(R+) for some 
automorphism w  and f = f,,,, which contradicts the hypothesis f E B. 
Now suppose Z(f(ol)) =2 for some root a. If /(f(a))= 2 then aES(f). 
Let X= (a E S(j) 1 Z(f(a)) = 2). The condition I,, R al(f(a)) = 0 implies 
c 3 E x 2a = 0. This equation is a non-trivial non-negative linear dependence 
on the roots in S(f). Therefore S(f) is not the set of positive roots with 
respect to some base of R and m(S(f)) > 0. [ 
Given a function f~ B and a subset T of R, define a function fr as 
follows: 
(1) if a, -a$Tsetf,(a)=f(a), and 
(2) ifaETor -aETchangef(a),f(-a)tof,(a),f,(-a)asshown 
below. 
f(a) f(-a) fA@) fA--a) 
; 01 0 0 0 01 0 
00 
0 
0 0 1 00 ; 
The Weyl group W acts on the functions in F as follows: if w  E F and f~ F 
then w:f+f” where f”‘(a) =f(w-’ a). It is straightforward to verify the 
following facts. 
LEMMA 4. rff E F and T is a subset of S( f) then 
(1) f,EFif and only if CorET.a=O, 
(2) c(f7-)=(-l)“‘C(f), 
(3) (fr)Lr=L 
(4) S(fT) = (S(f )b, and 
(5) ifw~ W then [(fW)T]Wm’=fn,-IT. 
We are now ready to finish the proof. 
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THEOREM 5. For all root systems R 
Proof: It suffices to prove the theorem for irreducible root systems. We 
form a graph G(B) with vertex set B where two functions f, g are joined if 
g=fT, where T is a zero triple in S(f). If H is a connected component of 
G(R) then by Lemma 3 there is more than one vertex in H. Part (2) of 
Lemma 4 implies that H is bipartite and that functions f, g on opposite 
sides of the bipartition satisfy c(f) = -c(g). Uniquely bipartition H as 
H, u HZ, where every edge of H joins a vertex in H, to a vertex in Hz. To 
prove the theorem it is enough to prove IH, ( = 1 H, 1. Indeed this is a 
stronger result. We divide the proof into four cases. 
Case 1. R # C, or F4. By Theorem 1, H is a regular bipartite graph 
and so lHll = IH,l. 
Case2. R=C,=D,u{&2e,ll<i<n}.WesaythatafunctionfeBis 
exotic if S(f) n D, is the set of positive roots with respect to some base of 
D,. Otherwise f is regular. Let E be the set of exotic functions and let I/ be 
the set of regular functions. By Theorem 1, 1 H, n VI = I H, n VI and so it 
remains to show IH, n El = IH, n El. We now set up a l-l correspondence 
f + A(f) between H, n E and H, n E. 
Given an exotic function f, let 0 E W(C,) be the unique automorphism 
such that S(f”)nD” = (e,-e,,e,+e,lldi<jdn} and such that 
2e, E S( f “). Note that S( f “) = oS( f ). We consider two subcases: 
(A) There exists i such that -2e,E S(f”) and 2ei+2 E S(f "). Define 
A(f)= C(f”Mb-’ =fc-lT, 
where T={-2ei,2ei+,,ei-ei+,,ei+1-eei+2,ei-eei+z>. 
(B) Not subcase (A). Since 2e, E S(f “) the roots 2e,, 2e, _ *,... E 
S(f “). If 2e,-, E S(f”) then 2e, E S(f”) for all i which contradicts f l B. 
Therefore - 2e, ~, E S( f "). Define 
A(f)= CmTl"-'=fo-~T~ 
where T= { -2e,_,, e,-, -e,, e,-, +en}. 
In subcase (A) S(A(f))=a-‘(i, i+2)aS(f), and in subcase (B), S(A(f) 
=a -‘(n-l)oS(f), h w  ere (n - 1) denotes reflection in e,- 1. In both 
cases S(A(f )) n D, is a set of positive roots for D, and A(f) E E. Since 
A(f)=f,-,., where (u’T/ is odd, the functions f  and A(f) are on 
opposite sides of the bipartition. In subcase (A) the set T is not a zero 
triple and it is not immediately clear that f  and A(f) are in the same con- 
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netted component of G(B). To see this, note that if 
T= { -2ei, 2ei+2, ei-ei+l, ei+,-ee,+,, ei-ei.23 then 
rww-‘= Cw%,Lh31”-~~ 
where 
and 
T3=(-(e;+,+ei+2),(ei+,-ei+2),2ei+,). 
In both cases S@(f)) = o-iaS( w  h ere z E W(C,) is an involution that 
negates T. Thus 
M(f)) = (Cm-Y”1 TP 
= C&f)l,-brT 
= Cfv-lrl-o-~T 
=f: 
We have now verified that the correspondence f + A(f) is a bijection 
between H, n E and H, n E. 
Case 3. R = F4 = D, u {4(fe,t-e,-te,+e,}u(+e,li=1,2,3,43. 
Observe that 
is a set of positive roots for F4. We partition the short roots in R’ into 3 
sets S,, S,, S3 and we order the roots in each set as shown below: 
s, s2 s3 
e4 
e3 
e2 
el 
f(e,-e2--3+e4) 
tk + e2 - e3 -d 
f(e, - e2 + e3 - 4 
t(e, + e2 + e3 + 4 
There are 6 sets Q of positive roots for F4 such that Q n D, = R+ n D, = 
(e,-ej, ei+ejI 1 <i<j<4). One set is R+ and the other sets are obtained 
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from R+ by applying elements of the Weyl group W(F,) taken from a sub- 
group (44, h)=% where 4: = 4: = 1. The involution d1 is reflection in 
e4, denoted by 4. Observe that 4 fixes R f n Dq, fixes e, , e,, e3, negates e4, 
and interchanges S2 with S3 preserving the ordering of roots in SZ, S,. The 
invoIution #Z is reflection in +(e, -e,-ee, - e4) represented by the matrix 
1 1 1 1 
(b,=$ / ; -; -; 1; I 
1 -1 -1 1 
Observethat~,fixesR+nD,,fixes~(e,+e,+e,+e,),4(e,-e,+e,+e,), 
$(e, + e, - e3 + e,), negates t(e, - ez - e3 -e,), and interchanges S, with 
S, preserving the ordering of roots in S, , S,. The group (4, , Qz ) splits the 
8 possible triples ( fe,, f f(e, - ez - e3 + e,), f$(e, -e, - e, - e4)) into 2 
orbits {(+, +, +), (-, +, +I, (+, +, -), (+, -, -), (-, -, +I, 
(-, -, -I}, and I(+, -, +I, (-, +, -)I. 
We say that a function f E B is exotic if S(f) n D, is the set of positive 
roots with respect to some base of D,. Otherwise f is regular. Define E and 
I/ as in Case 2 and note that IH, r\ VI = 1 H, n V(. Again we set up a l-l 
correspondence f -+ A(f) between H, n E and H2 n E. 
Given an exotic function f, let (T E W(D,) be the unique automorphism 
such the S( f “) n D, = (e, - ei, e, + e, ] 1 < i < j 6 4). We consider two prin- 
cipal subcases: 
(A) T= {e,, -+(e,-ee,-e,+e,),$(e,-ee,-ee,-ee,)J is a zero 
triple in S( f "). Define 
(B) There is a unique automorphism w  E W(F,) such that S(f “‘)n 
Dq= {e,-ej,e,+ejl 1 <i<j<4} and such that e4, +(e, -eez-e,+e,), 
4(e,--e,-e,-e,)ES(f"'). 
(Bl) There exists i such that -eiE S(f”‘) and ei+, E S(f”). Choose i 
to be maximal with respect to this property and define 
A(f)= [(f”‘)Jm’=fw.c+ 
where T= {e,+l, -ej,e,-e,+,}. 
(B2) S, c S(f”) and one of the roots - p(e, + e2 - e3 - e,), 
-f(e, -ee,+e,-e4), -f(el +e,+e,+e,) is in S(f”). Let a be the first 
negative root. Define 
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where T= ($(e, -e,-ee,+e,), OL, - (CX + $(el - e2 - e3 + e,))). In each case 
there is an element of the Weyl group W(D,) that negates the zero triple T. 
(B3) S, s W-“3, f-h E W”) and one of the roots 
--s(el + e2 - e3 + e,), -$(e,+e,-e3+e,), -+(e,+e,+e,-ee,) is in 
S(J”). Let B be the first negative root. Define 
where T= { f(e, - e2 - e3 - e,), /I, -(p + a(ei - e, - e3 -e,))}. Again there 
is always an element of the Weyl group W(D,) that negates the zero 
triple T. 
In subcase (A), S(A(f)) =o-i&S(f) and in subcase (B), 
S(A(f)) = w-' rcwS(j) for some automorphism IC of D,. Thus A(f) 
is exotic and f and A(f) are on opposite sides of the bipartition. In 
subcase (A), S(A(f)) = a-‘dS(f”), where (r E W(D,). Hence 
S(A(f)“) n D, = oS(A(f)) n D, = (e, - ej, ei + ej ( 1 < i < j < 4) and 
A(A(f))= (CNSY%)“-’ 
In subcase (B), S(A(f)) = w-’ rcwS(f) for some automorphism rc of F4. 
Again A(f) is exotic, f and A(f) are on opposite sides of the bipartition 
and ,4(,4(f)) =f: Hence the correspondencef-t A(f) is a bijection between 
H,nE and H,nE. 1 
4. THE WEYL DENOMINATOR FORMULA 
Again let R be a root system of rank n, and let R = R + u R ~ be a fixed 
partition of R into positive and negative roots. Let p be half the sum of the 
positive roots and let W denote the Weyl group of R. The identity 
.fi+ (emI - epaf2), 
where E(W) is the sign of w  E W, is the Weyl denominator formula. This for- 
mula specializes to give particular identities for the root systems 
B,, C,, and D, (see Macdonald [4, pp. 46471). Terms in the product 
n (eai2-ee”/*) 
aoR+ are in l-l correspondence with choice sets 
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S={E(S,a)aIaER+, .s(S, c()= +l}. If N(S) denotes the number of 
negative roots in S then 
where the sum is over all choice sets S. Call a choice set S good if S= wR+ 
for some w  E W. Otherwise call it bad. The contribution from good choice 
sets is 
,:* E(W) ewp 
so it remains to prove that 
& (-1) 
N(S) e(1/2)L,R*ds.rb = 0 
3 
where B is the set of bad choice sets. Let B, be the set of bad choice sets S 
for which 
It is certainly enough to prove that 
for each set B,. If T is a subset of SE B,, and if CBET/?=O, then STY B, 
and 
(-1) 
MST) e(WL~*G~.ab = (_ l)T( _ 1)N’S’ e(WE,,~*Wsa)a. 
We form a graph G(B,) with vertex set B,, where two choice sets S, s’ are 
joined if S’ = S, for some zero triple T in S. Let H be a connected com- 
ponent of G(B,). If we uniquely bipartition H as H, u H, where every edge 
joins a vertex in H, to a vertex in H, then it is enough to prove 
1 H, 1 = 1 H, 1. But this is the content of Theorem 5, and so the proof is com- 
plete. 
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